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]]> Re-opening a debate on knowledge – the ethics and economics of piracy Thu, 24 Aug 2014 09:55:19 +0000 of the debate

about piracy and the economics of knowledge has taken place within the context of the library and publishing world. However,
we live in a digital era and, increasingly, people don’t see books and other publications as physical objects. We are living in a

time when you can do almost anything with a device (or a person), and that includes a great deal of knowledge and information
(including cultural artefacts) that we are not used to. At the end of last year I wrote a piece on knowledge, sharing and copyright.
The main point I tried to make was that if we think about knowledge as something that has value, a commodity to be bought and
sold, then we will be doing ourselves a disservice. Copyright is important, yes, but what about sharing? When was the last time
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you bought something without having a bit of discussion about whether you want to share the benefits with others? And when
did you last share knowledge, be it through a journal article, a book, a piece of music or a film? If you want to learn about the
way these things have been done in the past, from ancient times through to the present, you can go back to the early books and

manuscripts that survive in the Royal Library in Copenhagen, and beyond that you can look at how Shakespeare shared the
knowledge he had. Or read his plays (full of useful information and hidden jokes) or the biographies and annotations that

accompanied them in the early printed form. You can look at the way paintings, music and films have been shared, and you can
find out about the way we used to share the benefits of knowledge. Information is now shared all the time, but it is also about
how knowledge is shared and what our relationship to that knowledge is. You might decide to share something because it is

useful, and that might be the biggest reason to 520fdb1ae7
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